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Abstract. Today, the development of a VR application is still a long
and diﬃcult task as new features are being developed for Virtual Reality.
There is a need to have better modelling tools which will help the designer to model the VR application much more from the domain expert
point of view by involving him more in the design process. In this paper,
a new approach is introduced for designing and developing a VR application where the domain expertise is used for generating it more easily.
This approach uses ontologies as a way of grasping the knowledge of a
domain, expressing the virtual world much more in terms of the end-user
domain, generating the virtual world more easily and performing intelligent reasoning. Furthermore, ontologies are also used as a conceptual
modelling tool allowing a non-VR-skilled person to model his VR application using the concepts of Virtual Reality more intuitively and more
oriented towards his domain expertise.
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Introduction

Today, Virtual Reality (VR) is used in diﬀerent domains such as industry, military, medicine, teaching and entertainment [10]. The development of a VR application for such domains is still a long and diﬃcult task as new features are
being developed for VR such as complex behaviours, better collision detection
and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) concepts for making the virtual world more believable. In order to help the designer to create a VR application having all the
features used in VR more easily, a number of software tools have been created
during recent years. These software tools can be classiﬁed either as toolkits (like
Java3D [9], VRML [2], Unreal [1]) or as authoring tools (like 3D studio max
[14]). These tools are still not intuitive enough for a non-VR-skilled person to
use them. Usually, one of these tools is not suﬃcient for generating a VR application having all the latest features available in VR and the designer often needs
to know several of these software tools and how to use them together. For these
reasons, the domain expert is often not the person who is developing the VR application, although he is there at the beginning of the project in order to explain
his domain and what the VR application should do. As generally accepted in
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classical software engineering, it is important to ensure that the domain expert
stays involved in the diﬀerent stages of the development of a VR application
in order to provide the necessary input and feedback. As new concepts are being developed for VR to model the reality better, there is a need to have tools
which will help the designer to model the VR application much more from the
domain expert point of view and to let him participate in the speciﬁcation of
the VR application in a more intuitive way using his own domain expertise and
terminology.
In the recent years, some people have started to develop methods which separate the design process into a high level and a low level phase, helping the
developer to design realistic interaction techniques [12],[6]. Others have developed methods which take a more user-centred approach to the speciﬁcation,
design, development and evaluation of a virtual environment [15],[11]. These approaches deﬁne methodologies for designing a VR application which is meeting
the end-user requirements. However, they do not express the modelling of the
VR application in terms of the domain of interest. Not only, it is important to
incorporate the terminology of a domain, but it is also important to make sure
that a domain expert with this terminology of the domain can fully exploit his
domain expertise for designing his VR application. The use of ontologies in our
approach gives us the advantage of having existing ontologies available for diﬀerent domains. This allows us to grasp the knowledge from a certain domain. Our
approach provides a way for a domain expert to design his VR application without having to know VR building primitives which are necessary for generating
the code. Therefore, our approach uses an ontology as a way of
– grasping the knowledge of a domain
The domain knowledge can be captured by a domain ontology. Such an
ontology for the domain of the end-user can be either an existing one or a
new one created explicitly.
– expressing the virtual world much more in terms of the end-user domain
By using a domain ontology, the design of the virtual world can be expressed
in terms of the end-user’s domain. Therefore, it will be more intuitive for
a domain expert to communicate about the design. For instance, the fact
that an object is in front of another can be presented to him as: object A
is ”in front of” object B (using the proper domain terminology names for
the object A and B) rather than giving him low level speciﬁcations such as
positions for the primitive VR objects.
– generating the virtual world more easily
From the knowledge given in the domain ontology, it is possible to derive
a number of properties for an object. It becomes easier to generate (semi) automatically the VR application. For instance, a cube generated by a
language like the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) will need to
have a width, a height, a depth and a position reference in the virtual world
to be speciﬁed. All these parameters need to be speciﬁed explicitly. Using
an ontology, it may be possible to derive that a particular object should be
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modelled as a cube with the appropriate values for its parameters and be
positioned at the centre of the virtual world.
– making intelligent reasoning
It is not easy to make intelligent reasoning from a scene graph or from APIs
like Java3D. However, it is possible to do that by using an ontology. For
example using ontologies, it is easier in a virtual world having hundreds of
objects to ﬁnd out quickly which objects are touching other objects rather
than each time, looking at the scene graph to compute their respective distances for knowing which ones are touching.
Our approach can be seen as a more intelligent way of designing a VR application
for two reasons. Firstly, the domain expert can design his VR application using
his own domain expertise (terminology and concepts from his domain) without
having to be a VR specialist. Secondly, the code generated for his VR application
takes into account certain properties from his speciﬁcation. The paper continues
by explaining our approach in more details. An example is then used to illustrate
our approach. Finally, the paper ﬁnishes by discussing the current stage of the
work with its current limitations as well as further research.

2

Overview of the approach

Fig. 1. Software Architecture

Today, ontologies are used in diﬀerent domains (for more information about
ontologies, see [3],[4]). Simply stated, an ontology can be seen as an abstraction
of a computer-based lexicon, thesaurus, glossary or some other type of structured
vocabulary, suitably extended with knowledge about a given domain. A domain
ontology can be considered to be a representation of a domain conceptualisation
describing possible concepts and relationships between these concepts. The information contained in such a domain ontology can be seen as a starting point
for a conceptual description of a virtual world for a speciﬁc domain [4]. Our
approach is divided into three stages namely a speciﬁcation stage, a mapping
stage and a generating stage (see Fig. 1).
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2.1

Specification Stage

The aim of the speciﬁcation stage is to allow the end-user to deﬁne his VR
application at a conceptual level (free from any implementation or VR software
library) using the domain terminology. This stage starts by either selecting an
existing domain ontology or by creating one using the knowledge of the domain
expert (or end-user). The domain ontology helps to express the virtual world in
terms of the end-user domain. In order to realize this, a number of underlying
ontologies are needed. Our software uses the DAML+OIL ontology language
deﬁned by the DAML Ontology. This ontology was already available. It was
developed to be the normative reference on the precise syntax of the language
constructs. In fact, it is the machine-readable RDF Schema deﬁnition [13] of
DAML+OIL [8].
– The VRML Ontology
VRML is used as the language for creating the VR application. An ontology
for VRML is needed in order to be able to do the mapping stage. The
VRML Ontology contains information like primitive object types that can be
displayed using a VRML speciﬁcation along with the necessary parameters
for creating instances of these object types.
– The VR Conceptual Modelling Ontology
Although VRML can be intuitive for someone knowing it, it may not be
the case for someone who knows nothing about VRML or VR in general.
As it is the purpose of our approach to allow such a person to describe his
VR application at a conceptual level using his domain knowledge, another
ontology called the ”VR Conceptual Modelling Ontology” has been created.
This ontology describes the conceputal modelling concepts that a non-VRskilled person can use to specify the virtual world in an intuitive way. For
instance, concepts like ”InFrontOf”, ”Behind”, ”Touches”, ”InsideOf” are
concepts used in this ontology and they do not exist explicitly in VRML.
This ontology is currently being updated with new concepts for space/time
relationships and behaviour between objects.
– The Domain Ontology
The Domain Ontology describes the concepts (at a conceptual level) used
in the domain along with their properties and relations between them. This
is where the general background of the end-user domain is grasped. For the
moment, this ontology has a ﬁxed format and needs to be created for each
new domain. However in the future, we would like to consider the possibility
to use existing ontologies that describe the problem domain for which the
virtual world needs to be created.
– The World Specification
The World Speciﬁcation describes the speciﬁc virtual world that someone
wants to build at a conceptual level and in terms of the domain concepts.
The concepts described in the Domain Ontology are in fact classes of objects
in the domain of interest. While the Domain Ontology contains classes of
objects, the World Speciﬁcation contains instances of these concepts which
are populating the virtual world.
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2.2

Mapping Stage

Using the previous stage, the mapping stage deﬁnes the virtual world by mapping
the concepts deﬁned in the Domain Ontology onto concepts for VR building
blocks (like VR primitives, constraints, and so on). A number of mappings are
used during this stage.
– Meta Mapping
The Meta Mapping describes how the DAML+OIL concepts are mapped
onto the VRML concepts. A mapping is deﬁned by means of a Source and a
Target. The Source concept is deﬁned as a DAML Thing (from the DAML
Ontology). The Target concept is deﬁned as a VR-ObjectType (from the
VRML Ontology). Both are the most top-level concepts in their respectively
ontologies. In this way, we are able to map every concept described using the
DAML syntax onto concepts described by the VRML Ontology. For instance,
the ConceptMapping is used to describe the mapping of domain concepts to
VRML concepts. While the AttributeMapping is used to describe how the
attributes of a domain concept should be mapped onto the attributes needed
for the VRML concept. At this stage of our research this mapping is currently
being extended in terms of mappings for constraints and connections.
– The Domain Mapping
This mapping describes how the domain concepts should be represented by
VR object types. Therefore, it is an instantiation of the Meta Mapping. It
provides a kind of default mapping for the instances created for a domain
concept. However, not all the instances have exactly the same properties.
Therefore, another mapping called the World Mapping is introduced.
– The World Mapping
The World Mapping allows to overwrite the default mapping speciﬁed for
a concept in the Domain Mapping. For instance, a default colour may have
been speciﬁed in the Domain Mapping for the concept of box and the world
may contain a number of instances for this concept. However, one of these
instances may need to have another colour than the one used by default. To
overcome this problem, the World Mapping has been added so that instances
of a concept can have other values than the default one.
2.3

Generating the VR application

Our tool transforms the Domain Ontology, the World Speciﬁcation, the Domain
Mapping and the World Mapping into a working virtual environment by generating VRML code. At this moment, the tool can also generate the code in a
diﬀerent format like the ODE format [5].

3

Results

In order to illustrate the overall approach, an example based on a bowling game
is described where it has a ball, pins and a lane with two gutters (see ﬁg. 2).
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Fig. 2. Virtual Bowling Game

We will now explain how the end-user can come to this result using the proposed approach. Note that we have put the ontology content in an ORM-like [7]
notation so that it is easier to understand by the reader.
3.1

Specification

The concepts appearing in a virtual bowling game are ﬁrstly described in the
Domain Ontology. For instance, there is the concept of a bowling ball, a pin,
a lane, a gutter and so on. Not only the concepts are described in the domain
ontology, but also relations between the concepts. The designer will for example
specify that one gutter is left of the lane and another one is right of the lane.
Fig. 3 shows the description of the concept of a pin in an ORM-like notation
and how intuitive relations can be used in the domain description. The World

Fig. 3. Snapshot of the Domain Ontology in ORM-like notation

Speciﬁcation is then speciﬁed. Here, the user will deﬁne the individual instances
populating the world. Suppose that the complete bowling example is described
as one object called bowling lane consisting of one lane, two gutters, a ball and
ten pins, the user will instantiate it once. Suppose the virtual world to generate,
is a bowling hall. The user may want to instantiate the bowling lane object three
times. In the previous stage, we deﬁned our complete world in terms of domain
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knowledge. So far the user of our approach did not have to use VR terminology in
order to specify the world. To be able to generate the virtual world, the user will
now have to map the conceptual speciﬁcation towards VRML concepts which
are deﬁned in our VRML Ontology. In the ﬁrst phase of the mapping, which we
call the Domain Mapping, the user will have to state the visual presentations
for the concepts in the domain. This means that for example, the concept of a
pin from the domain will be mapped onto the concept of a cone deﬁned in the
VRML Ontology by using the ConceptMapping from the Meta Mapping. In the
same way, the concept of a bowling ball will be mapped onto the concept of a
sphere. Furthermore, we will map the attribute ”weight” from the pin concept
onto the attribute ”mass” from the cone concept. We will do this for all attributes
using the AttributeMapping from the Meta Mapping. We should also take into
account exceptions in our world. Suppose we map a pin onto a cone having a
white color. If someone wants to have the closest cone having a green color, then
we may want to make some exception. This is why the World Mapping has been
introduced in order to be able to change some of the default mappings to more
speciﬁc mappings for just one instance. In the World Mapping, the user can do
this by means of the ConceptMapping and the AttributeMapping.
3.2

Generation

After we have performed the mappings, we are able to generate the code for a
working virtual world. The result of this generation is shown in ﬁg. 2.
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, a new approach for designing VR applications has been described.
This approach allows to model a VR application at a conceptual level and in
terms of concepts from the application domain. This is realized by using a Domain Ontology, which captures the domain knowledge. The Domain Ontology
can be created by a domain expert or using an existing ontology. Using the
knowledge in the Domain Ontology and a set of high level modelling primitives
for modelling VR (especially developed for our approach and captured in the
VR Conceptual Modelling Ontology), a non-VR-specialist can specify the virtual world by instantiating the concepts in the Domain Ontology. This results
in an ontology that describes the virtual world one wants to realize. This ontology is called the World Speciﬁcation. In a next step, the mapping from the
conceptual level to the VR implementation environment is speciﬁed. For more
complex virtual worlds, the VR-specialist may be needed to assist or perform
this step. Next, the code for the VR application is generated. This approach
is user-centred since the domain expert can be actively involved in the design
and development of the VR application. This approach gives advantages as the
developed VR application will better ﬁt the requirements of the end-user or the
customer; the development process can be shortened; fast prototyping is possible; the communication between the VR-specialist, the domain expert and the
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end-user can be improved; and domain knowledge can be exploited. In addition, the use of ontologies allows to incorporate some intelligence and therefore,
intelligent reasoning about the virtual world itself becomes possible.
At this moment, our prototype tool is still very basic and does not yet support all the latest features used in VR (like complex behaviours). Also detailed
modelling of constraints is not yet included. These features are currently under
investigation. Furthermore, the tool will be tested by a number of non-VRspecialists from companies with diﬀerent domains to validate the approach and
the diﬀerent VR modelling concepts.
We believe that such an approach can open up the use of VR to a much
broader community than it is nowadays since it is more domain oriented and it
is easier and more intuitive for a non-VR-specialist to design his VR application.
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